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The application of liquid-crystal NMR to solutes with more than eight 
spins has for decades been hampered by the extremely high complexity 
of the spectra. We describe recent experimental and novel theoretical 
advances to address the central problem of spectral analysis. Experi­
mentally the application of multiple-quantum NMR is shown to be a 
powerful tool. Moreover, theoretical algorithms from evolutionary biol­
ogy are applied to NMR of solutes in anisotropic environments. These 
novel spectral fitting procedures are aided by estimates of the solute de­
gree of orientational order, based on simple phenomenological size and 
shape models. The apparent success of these approaches has consider­
ably extended the realm of applications of NMR in ordered liquids.
1 .1 . I n t r o d u c t io n
The H am iltonian th a t  describes the  high-resolution NM R spectra  of solutes 
dissolved in anisotropic solvents is well known and has proved to  be an 
excellent predictor for such detailed experim ental inform ation. The param ­
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eters th a t  determ ine the  N M R -spectra include the  chemical shieldings and 
indirect spin-spin couplings th a t  are well known from NM R in isotropic liq­
uids. Additionally, direct dipole-dipole and quadrupolar couplings are not 
averaged to  zero in anisotropic phases and usually dom inate the  spectra  of 
solutes in such solvents. The complexity of these N M R -spectra increases 
rapidly w ith the  num ber of in teracting nuclear spins. In  th is chapter we 
shall lim it ourselves to  1 H NM R spectra.
We shall lim it our discussion to  the  use of nem atic liquid-crystal sol­
vents th a t  are apolar and possess uniaxial sym m etry. There exists a large 
lite ra tu re  on the  study  of a great variety of solutes in these anisotropic 
phases. For simple solutes th a t  contain a small num ber of nuclear spins 
and a high degree of sym m etry, the  problem  posed by the  spin H am iltonian 
can be solved analytically .1,2 For larger solutes w ith less sym m etry th is is 
no longer possible and other m eans have been developed. Com monly com­
pu ter program m es are employed th a t  calculate a spectrum  from estim ated 
input values for chemical shieldings, and indirect and direct dipole-dipole 
couplings. The calculated spectrum  is then  com pared to  the  experim ental 
one to  see w hether some degree of correspondence between calculated and 
experim ental spectra  can be detected. If th is  is the  case, least-squares fit­
ting  procedures are employed for adjusting the  spectral param eters in such 
a way th a t  the  correspondence is improved. In an iterative fashion this 
process hopefully converges, and good agreem ent between calculated and 
experim ental spectra  is obtained. If an insufficient num ber of transitions 
in the  calculated spectrum  can be sensibly assigned to  experim ental ones, 
the  procedure is doomed to  failure. In practice th is  approach is often no­
toriously tim e-consum ing and usually lim ited to  solutes w ith fewer th a n  8 
spins.
The problem s are exacerbated for molecules w ith low sym m etry th a t 
may require as m any as five independent and a priori unknown orienta­
tional order param eters, or for molecules th a t  exist in several conformers 
th a t  undergo fast interconversion on the  NM R tim e scale. For such cases 
even crude guesses of the  dipolar couplings are difficult to  obtain. In ad­
dition, the  anisotropic contributions to  the  chemical shifts make it difficult 
to  predict values for solutes dissolved in nem atic phases.
In th is chapter we shall discuss b o th  experim ental and theoretical m eth­
ods of considerable sophistication to  address the  problem  of analyzing very 
complex spectra  of large and sometimes flexible solutes in liquid-crystal 
solutions, including those th a t  undergo extensive conform ational change. 
Experim entally  we shall employ the m ethod of m ultiple-quantum  (M Q )
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NM R to  develop a stra tegy  th a t  leads in a step-wise fashion to  an analysis 
of the  norm al one-quantum  NM R spectrum . A pplication of M Q-NM R to  
the  highly complex spectra  of solutes in nem atic phases th a t  could not be 
solved otherwise has shown the  inherent power of th is m ethod. Several 
successful examples of the  M Q  approach will be given.
A drawback of the  M Q -m ethod is its experim ental sophistication whose 
im plem entation requires detailed technical knowledge. For m any years a t­
tem pts have been m ade to  develop au tom ated  spectral fitting routines, 
bu t w ith lim ited success. Recently novel and extrem ely powerful m eth ­
ods of analyzing extrem ely com plicated NM R spectra  of solutes in nem atic 
phases have been developed. These m ethods are based on Evolutionary 
Algorithm s (E A 's). We use in particu lar G enetic A lgorithm s (G A 's) and 
Evolutionary Strategies (ES’s) which can be im plem ented into au tom ated 
spectral fitting procedures th a t  are capable of reliably locating the  global 
m inim um  in an extensive search space.
It is im portan t to  realize th a t  the  novel experim ental and theoretical 
developments th a t  will be discussed in th is chapter have led to  a significant 
extension of the  scope of liquid-crystal m ethods to  ob tain  detailed infor­
m ation about ordered solutes th a t was previously though t unatta inable . 
In the  archives of m any NM R laboratories there  are num erous examples of 
highly complex NM R spectra  of partia lly  ordered solutes th a t  never yielded 
to  serious, painstaking and tim e-consum ing a ttem p ts  to  solve them . W ith  
the  present techniques the  study  of all kinds of interesting and ra th e r large 
solutes in anisotropic liquids has now become em inently feasible, as will be 
shown in the  following. In th a t  sense the NM R liquid-crystal m ethod has 
obtained a new lease of life.
1 .2 . T h e o ry
In order to  calculate high-resolution single-quantum  NM R spectra  of solutes 
in anisotropic solvents the  sta rting  point, as always in quantum  m echan­
ics, is a H am iltonian. As is common in molecular spectroscopy we define 
a basis set consisting of products of nuclear spin wave functions, set up 
the  spin H am iltonian m atrix , and perform  m atrix  diagonalization. T ransi­
tions between m atrix  eigenvalues represent spectral frequencies, while in­
tensities are obtained by calculating the  squares of m atrix  elements of the  
m agnetic-dipole transition  operator sandwiched between pairs of eigenvec­
tors obtained in the  diagonalization procedure .1,2
The spin H am iltonian (in Hz) for a collection of spin I  = \  nuclei in a
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solute orientationally  ordered in a liquid-crystalline solvent is
B z
2^Z^L7a. U - ^  "m
M
+  E E J MvOIM ■ Iv (1 .1 )
M v>M
+ E E ^ + ja n iso )
M v>M
where B Z is the  external m agnetic field, ym is the  gyrom agnetic ra tio  of 
nucleus u , ctm is the  chemical shielding (which has isotropic and anisotropic 
term s), and J MV is the  indirect spin-spin coupling between nuclei u  and 
v . For protons the  anisotropic p a rt J anlsO is to  an excellent approxim ation 
zero.
The dipolar coupling between nuclei u  and v is:
=  7Z2~ { I 2 COs2 e^ ’z  ~  2
where r MV is the  internuclear separation and 0MV,Z is the  angle between the 
Uv and m agnetic field directions, and the  angle brackets denote an aver­
age over solute in ternal and reorientational m otions. W ith  the  assum ption 
th a t  the  molecule rapidly interconverts am ong several ‘rig id’ conformers 
Eq. (1.2) can be w ritten
D ßu = -  hl/ ' 12V y~] P i r \ l v ^ 2  Si, kl cos cos 0ßl/)i (1.3)
47T2 i k.l
where i labels the  conformer which occurs w ith probability  p i and 0MV,k is 
the  angle between the  conformer-fixed k axis and the  vector joining nuclei 
U and v which have internuclear separation  r i MV. S i kl is the  kl elem ent of 
the  order param eter tensor for conformer i
Si,ki = ^  cos6k,z  cosO^z - - S k i ^  (1-4)
where the  angle brackets denote an average over conformer reorientational 
m otions and 6k,Z is the  angle between the  conformer-fixed k axis and the 
space-fixed Z  axis which for the  liquid crystals used here lies along bo th  
the  director and m agnetic field directions.3 In th is  picture sm all-am plitude 
vibrational corrections and vibration-reorientation coupling are neglected.
It is useful to  distinguish am ong three different categories of solutes: (i) 
‘R igid’ solutes w ith a single conform ation th a t  only undergo norm al in ter­
nal vibrational m otion. The degree of orientational order of such solutes,
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depending on solute sym m etry, is determ ined by a t m ost five independent 
order param eters S kl. Exam ples are azulene and biphenylene (Fig. 1.1); 
(ii) Solutes th a t  undergo conform ational change between conformers th a t
azulene biphenylene
Fig. 1.1. The molecules azulene and biphenylene.
are related  by sym m etry. A lthough each conformer in principle requires up 
to  five independent order param eters, sym m etry confines th is num ber. Ex­
amples are 2 ,6-dichloro-1 -ethenylbenzene, biphenyl and p-brom o-biphenyl 
(Fig. 1.2); (iii) Solutes th a t  interconvert rapidly among several sym m etry-
Br
biphenyl p-bromobiphenyl
Fig. 1.2. 2,6-dichloro-1-ethenylbenzene, biphenyl and p-bromo-biphenyl.
H
unrelated  conformers. Each conformer i requires its own set of independent 
order param eters Si kl. Exam ples are bu tane (C4H 10, Fig. 1.3) and pentane 
(C 5H 12, Fig. 1.3).
Since conform ational probabilities and order param eters for each con­
former only occur as p roducts in the  expressions for the  dipolar couplings, 
a separation  can only be achieved if we have some source of independent 
inform ation about either property. From a large body of research it is now 
accepted wisdom th a t  a key contribution to  the  average degree of orien ta­
tional order is the  short-range in teraction  between the  solute and the  solvent
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G J  O J  ®  O J
Fig. 1.3. The molecules butane (C4H10, left) and pentane (C5H12, right).
environm ent. An im portan t b reakthrough in understanding the  physical 
processes underlying p artia l orientation  in anisotropic phases was achieved 
by the  in troduction of so-called ‘magic m ix tu res’ in which the  short-range 
contribution  is deemed to  be by far the dom inant one. M oreover, simple 
phenomenological models based on the  size and shape of the  solute have 
been developed th a t  can predict order param eters a t approxim ately the 
10% level. For an overview of th is highly significant development we re­
fer to  the  lite ra tu re .4,5 Clearly, by employing one of the  simple size and 
shape models for estim ating order param eters developed by several research 
groups, a very useful tool for restricting  the  possible values of the  dipolar 
couplings is available to  us. Employing such models has been a crucial fac­
to r  in the  successes of our 1Q high-resolution and m ultiple-quantum  NMR 
investigations, as well as to  the  au tom ated  fitting procedures.
1 .3 . M u l t ip le - q u a n tu m  N M R
The norm al single-quantum  NM R spectrum  consists of transitions between 
spin energy sta tes th a t  involve the  flip of a single spin. For high-spin sys­
tem s there  are m any such transitions. The idea of M Q-NM R is to  use 
transitions th a t  involve the  m utual flip of m any spins. W hen the  num ­
ber of spins flipped approaches the  num ber of spins in the  molecule, the 
num ber of possible transitions is greatly  reduced. W eitekam p wrote an ex­
cellent review th a t  covers a wide range of ideas and experim ents.6 Here we 
concentrate on the  application to  the  analysis of the  high-resolution NM R 
spectra  of solutes orientationally  ordered in liquid-crystal solvents, where 
the  technique is used for spectral analysis. We use examples m ainly from 
our own work to  dem onstrate the  use and lim itations.
The idea is exemplified by the  exam ple of benzene ,6 Fig. 1.4. The nor­
mal 1Q spectrum  consists of 74 lines which show no regular pa ttern . The 6Q 
spectrum  is a single line, involving the  flip of all six spins. The 5Q spectrum  
is a doublet because all spins are equivalent: there  is one transition  involving 
la a a a a a )  ^  |a ß ß ß ß ß )  and another involving la a a a a ß )  ^  I ß ß ß ß ß ß ) .
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two
zero quantum
quantum , , *
four
quantum
one
quantum
0 5 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0  1 5 0 0 0  2 0 0 0 0  2 5 0 0 0  3 0 0 0 0
Frequency (Hz.)
Fig. 1.4. The multiple-quantum spectrum of benzene dissolved in N-(4-ethoxy- 
benzylidene)-4’-n-butylaniline (EBBA) obtained using pulse sequence A of Table 1.1. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [7].
The 4Q spectrum  consists of three trip le ts because there are three ways 
of choosing the two spins th a t are not flipped, being those th a t are either 
ortho, m eta  or para to  each other. The central line of this trip le t involves 
4Q coherences between spin sta tes such as \ß a a a a a )  and j a ß ß ß ß ß ). It 
can be shown th a t all spectral param eters can be obtained by analysis of 
the three highest order and relatively simple MQ spectra. 6
Of course in the case of benzene the 1 Q spectrum  is readily analyzable 
w ith the aid of a com puter — in this case com puter analysis is ‘triv ia l’ 
because of the high D 6h sym m etry and hexagonal struc tu re  which means 
there is essentially a single unknown (the  order param eter S )  needed to 
predict the three independent dipolar couplings and a single chemical shift. 
As we shall discuss below, for more com plicated spin systems, the M Q-NM R 
spectra are an invaluable tool to  aid spectral analysis.
1 .3 .1 . T h e  M Q  e x p e r im e n t  a n d  s o m e  v a r ia n ts
Since the selection rule for NM R spectroscopy is, in general, th a t only 
1Q transitions are directly observable, the MQ spectra m ust be obtained 
indirectly. In general, any three-pulse sequence (see Fig. 1.5) can be used
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%  909 90n
FID multiple quantum 
coherences evolve
receiver phase = 0 
echo S(t2)
Fig. 1.5. The pulse sequences discussed are all variants of the sequence shown, with 
phase cycling as described in Table 1.1. Sequence A is a simple example of a generic 
three-pulse sequence, any of which can in general produce a MQ-NMR spectrum. In 
general, some of the MQ-NMR coherences that are generated by the second pulse, and 
that evolve during the variable time ti, are transferred back into observable coherences 
by the third pulse. The MQ-NMR spectrum is obtained by Fourier transforming as a 
function of ti  the echo signal that follows the third pulse. In practice this is accomplished 
via a 2D transform of the signals acquired as a function of ti  and t2, and projecting the 
absolute value of the resultant spectrum onto the Fi axis to give the MQ-NMR spectrum, 
as shown in Fig. 1.4. (Reproduced from Ref. [8] with permission from Academic Press.)
8
T
to  generate the  MQ spectrum . The first pulse generates observable X  and
Y  m agnetizations from equilibrium  Z  m agnetization. During a waiting 
tim e T the  X  and Y  m agnetizations evolve under the  spin H am iltonian, 
and other unobservable 1Q coherences are generated by the  dipolar and 
spin-spin p arts  of th is H am iltonian. The second pulse converts these other 
coherences into MQ coherences of all possible orders. Between the  second 
and th ird  pulses the  MQ coherences evolve under the  spin H am iltonian. 
An im portan t feature of th is  evolution is th a t  the  effect of chemical shift 
offset (in the  rotating-fram e) is enhanced by the  MQ order such th a t  N Q 
coherences evolve proportional to  N  tim es th is offset frequency. The th ird  
pulse serves to  ro ta te  some of the  MQ coherences back to  unobservable 1Q 
coherences, which th en  fu rther evolve under the  H am iltonian to  form an 
observable echo a t a tim e t  following the  th ird  pulse. A Fourier transform  
of the  echo am plitude as a function of t i ,  the  tim e between pulses 2 and 3, 
gives in general a spectrum  containing all MQ orders as shown in Fig. 1.4. 
In practice, a two-dim ensional experim ent is perform ed in which an echo
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Table 1.1. Phase cycles for the three pulse sequences“ .
sequence phase phase list
A b 0 0
0 0
Bc 0 0, 90/N, 2 X 90/N, 3 X 90/N .... (4N - 1) X 90/N
0 0, 90, 180, 270
Cd 0 0, 360/n, 2 X 360/n, 3 X 360/n .... (n — 1) X 360/n
0 0
“ As defined in Fig. 1.5, 0 refers to the phase of pulses 1 and 2, and 0 refers to 
the receiver phase. (Reproduced from Ref. [8] with permission from Academic 
Press.)
b Sequence A gives all MQ orders in a single, wide spectrum (see e.g. Fig. 1.4).
For this experiment the phases 0 and 0 can be any arbitrary constant angle.
Zero degrees was chosen for convenience.
c Sequence B is used for the selective detection of the NQ (and 2NQ, 3NQ...) 
spectrum. N is the quantum order being selectively detected. 
d Sequence C is used for the 3D experiment, where n is an arbitrary integer 
that should be at least 2Nmax + 1. A separate signal is acquired and stored for 
each value of n , giving a three-dimensional interferogram that is a function 
of t i , 0, and t2.
signal is collected for each increm ent of t 1, and the  absolute value of the 
double Fourier transform  w ith respect to  t 1 and t 2 is projected  onto the 
F 1 axis to  give the  MQ spectrum . Collection of the  entire echo in th is 
m anner bo th  improves the  signal-to-noise ra tio  and sometimes reveals more 
transitions in the  MQ spectrum  th a n  are observable w ith simply using the 
echo am plitude.
Historically, as shown in Fig. 1.4, sequence A of Table 1.1 was used 
w ith a large frequency offset to  spread out the  various MQ orders which 
precess during tim e t i (between pulses 2 and 3) a t N  tim es th is offset. The 
large spectral w idth required to  separate the  various orders leads to  a very 
wide spectral w idth w ith poor digital resolution, and even to  problem s in 
exciting the  entire spectrum  w ith the  pulse powers and w idths norm ally 
used .8
Several schemes have been employed to  improve the  digital resolution by 
the  selective detection of one order a t a tim e. In one m ethod, field gradient 
pulses are applied before and after the  th ird  pulse .9 The relative in tegrated  
am plitude of these pulses is chosen such th a t  before the  th ird  pulse, the  
effective Z  gradient adds N v  to  the  offset, which is recovered after pulse 
3 by a gradient N  tim es as large. Only the  N Q coherences are coherently
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added to  the  echo signal, the  others being destroyed by the  gradients which 
are set to  refocus only the  N th quantum  order.
An alternative m ethod is to  phase-cycle the  first and second pulses and 
the  receiver phase in the  m anner described by sequence B of Table 1.1. 
In th is way only the  desired quantum  order (and m ultiples of it) survive 
the  signal addition and contribute to  the  MQ spectrum .10 In addition, 
only the  + N Q  or —N Q spectrum  is obtained (see Fig. 1.6), and one can 
work on-resonance. The spectral w idth  is th en  much narrow er, and thus 
the  digital resolution can be much improved. One problem  w ith th is  and 
the  previous gradient technique is th a t  the  experim ent m easures a single 
quantum  order, and m ust be repeated  m any tim es in order to  collect each 
MQ order independently; the  collection of several orders requires a lot of 
time.
A solution to  the  problem  of needing a separate  experim ent to  collect 
each order is to  collect all orders a t the  same tim e in a 3D experim ent, as 
suggested by W eitekam p6 and as dem onstrated  by Syvitski et al.8 The idea 
is (for each tim e t 1 ) to  collect an echo for each value of the  phase ^  of pulses 
1 and 2 which are varied between 0 and 360° in n  increm ents, sequence C of 
Table 1.1. Fourier transform ation  w ith respect to  the  phase ^  gives planes 
of signal F 1, F 2 where the  various MQ spectra  are the  projections onto the 
F 1 axis, as dem onstrated  in Fig. 1.7. As can be seen in Fig. 1.6, the  4Q 
and 6Q spectra  are virtually  identical to  those collected using the  selective 
detection m ethod of sequence B in Table 1.1: the  im portan t difference is 
th a t  it took the  same tim e using the 3D sequence to  collect spectra  for all 
orders as it did to  collect a single order in the  selective experim ent.
1 .3 .2 . S p ec tra l a n a ly s is  w ith  M Q
As pointed out in the  in troduction, w ith fewer th a n  about 8 spins I  =  
especially for solutes w ith high enough sym m etry (for which there  are only 
one or two independent order param eters) the  spectrum  can usually be 
solved using the  high-resolution 1Q spectrum  and line assignm ent tech­
niques. More com plicated system s are difficult, and the  difficulty increases 
w ith increasing the  num ber of spins, w ith lowering the  sym m etry, and with 
solute flexibility. Several examples where analysis of the  MQ solute spectra  
proved invaluable, and for which it is not clear th a t  the  1Q spectrum  could 
have been analyzed, are the  following.
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Frequency / kHz Frequency /  kHz
Fig. 1.6. Comparison of the +4Q and + 6Q MQ-NMR spectra of para-chlorotoluene in 
ZLI-1132 obtained with different techniques. (A) Two sections of the spectrum collected 
in 14 h 5 m using sequence A of Table 1.1 with t  set to 20 ms, four scans/ti increment, 
8192 ti  increments, F2 spectral width of 83333 Hz, and Fi spectral width of 1MHz. The 
absolute value of the projection of the complex F2 spectra onto the Fi axis gives the 
Fi spectrum, which is the entire MQ-NMR spectrum. The spectrometer frequency was 
offset by 60000 Hz from the center of the spectrum in order to separate the various orders. 
Under these conditions, the higher order coherences are poorly detected, presumably due 
to the combination of the large offset with the long duration (10 ^s) of the 90° pulses. 
The line at «18 kHz in the 6 Q spectrum is an artifact. (B) The absolute value of the 
spectrum obtained from a selective detection of the +4 Q complex spectrum requiring 
14 h 10 m (and the +6 Q complex spectrum requiring another 10 h 40 m) obtained 
using sequence B of Table 1.1 with N equal 4 (and 6), t  set to 20 ms, two (and one) 
scans for each of 16 (and 24) phase increments per ti  increment, 1024 ti  increments, 
F3 spectral width of 33333 Hz, and Fi spectral width of 70 kHz. (C) Two slices of the 
absolute value of the 3D experiment (displayed in Fig. 1.7) obtained using sequence C of 
Table 1.1. The intensity differences between the 6 Q spectra obtained using sequences 
B and C are most likely due to spectrometer fluctuations. For comparison, the ratios of 
vertical scales for the 6 Q to the 4 Q spectra are 17 x for (A), 1.35 x for (B), and 1.42 
X for (C). The ti  signals were zero filled once before the Fourier transform. The digital 
resolution is then 61 Hz per point in (A) and 34 Hz per point in (B) and (C). The peaks 
of very strong lines have been chopped off for clarity. (Reproduced from Ref. [8] with 
permission from Academic Press.)
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Frequency I kHz
Fig. 1.7. Absolute values of multiple-quantum spectra of para-chlorotoluene in ZLI- 
1132 obtained in 14 h 25 m from the 3D experiment using sequence C of Table 1.1 with 
t  set to 20 ms, two scans for each of n=16 phase increments per ti  increment, 1024 ti 
increments, F3 spectral width of 33333 Hz, and Fi spectral width of 70 kHz. The Fourier 
transforms F3 of the echo signals S(t2 ) have been summed onto the Fi dimension. The 
result is a two-dimensional spectrum where F2 are the pseudo ^ spectra, and Fi the 
desired multiple quantum spectra. The positive MQ-NMR orders (Fi slices 9 to 16) are 
shown, which correspond to the 0 to +7Q spectra. The peaks of very strong lines have 
been chopped off for clarity. The Bruker software multiplies the first point of S (£2 ) by ^ 
to correct the rolling baseline caused by the staggered acquisition of real and imaginary 
signals. While this is important for normal high-resolution NMR experiments, for the 
3D MQ NMR experiment it results in small amounts of all MQ orders showing up in the 
spectrum for each MQ order: it is necessary to set FCOR = 1 in the Bruker softwareii in 
order to correct this problem and to obtain MQ spectra that contain only one order. In 
the spectra displayed, the extra signal from all MQ orders was removed by subtracting 
the signal obtained from an order higher than Nmax. (Reproduced from Ref. [8] with 
permission from Academic Press.)
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Fig. 1.8. (a) The 400 MHz nonselective MQ-NMR spectrum of 1,3-dichloro-2- 
ethenylbenzene dissolved in EBBA acquired using pulse sequence A of Table 1.1. (b) 
The 400 MHz selective excitation MQ-NMR spectrum of 1,3-dichloro-2-ethenylbenzene 
dissolved in EBBA using pulse sequence A of Table 1.1 with the first two pulses being 
frequency selective for the aromatic protons (see text). (c) An expanded view of the 3Q 
region noted in (b). (Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from Academic Press.)
1.3.2.1, 2,6-dichloro-1-ethenylbenzene
This solute (see Fig. 1.2) has only six protons and hence it m ight be ex­
pected to  produce an orientationally  ordered six-spin NM R spectrum  th a t 
is easy to  analyze. T h a t is not the  case. One problem  is th a t  the  ethenyl 
group makes an unknown dihedral angle w ith the  benzene ring, and the 
molecule has no sym m etry when th is group is out of plane. Hence, there 
are five unknown order param eters. In addition, the  anisotropies in chemi­
cal shifts of the  ethenyl protons lead to  problem s in assigning initial values 
to  these shifts. I t tu rn s  out th a t  assigning the  wings of the  spectrum  to  the 
arom atic protons is easy, and all the  problem s lie in the  clu ttered  central 
clump of transitions. This central p a rt from the  ethenyl protons was only 
assigned once the  MQ spectrum  was obtained and solved .12,13
This molecule was also used to  investigate the  possibility of selectively 
exciting a subset of spins and so leading to  a spectrum  from which long-
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range in tergroup couplings between arom atic and ethenyl protons could 
more easily be assigned. Here th is  is possible because there  is only weak 
coupling between the  d istinct groups of spins. This weak coupling exists 
because the  dipolar couplings between groups of spins are much weaker 
th a n  those w ithin a group, and there  is negligible mixing of basis sta tes 
between different spin groups. The same non-m ixing of basis sta tes occurs 
in high-resolution NM R when the  chemical-shift difference between two 
spins is much greater th a n  the ir J  coupling. Hence, it is possible to  irrad iate 
transitions th a t  involve only one spin group.
It tu rn s  out th a t  the  outer lines in the  norm al 1Q NM R spectrum  involve 
only arom atic protons and do not depend on in tra-ethenyl couplings. Thus 
it is possible to  excite M Q-coherences am ong the  th ree arom atic protons by 
m aking the  first two pulses of sequence A of Table 1.1 frequency selective 
for outer lines of the  spectrum , and hence for the  arom atic protons only 
(a so-called D A N T E 14 pulse is used for th is purpose). The highest order 
spectrum  th en  observed is the  three-quantum  spectrum  (from the  th ree aro­
m atic protons) th a t  then  consists of eight transitions (see Fig. 1.8) which all 
depend on the  long-range dipolar couplings between arom atic and ethenyl 
protons. In th is way inform ation about these long-range couplings is ob­
ta ined  w ithout needing knowledge of the  much stronger short-range cou­
plings and the  anisotropies in the  chemical shifts. These small long-range 
couplings are difficult to  ob tain  otherwise.
1.3.2.2. Biphenyl
Biphenyl (see Fig. 1.2) is interesting because it forms the  core of m any 
liquid crystals. I t has 10 spins I  = \  and its orientational order is described 
by two independent order param eters. Its  in terest lies in determ ining the 
dihedral angle which m ight be affected by the  anisotropic environm ent. 
The 1Q spectrum  is very com plicated. The eight-quantum  spectrum  was 
analyzed and provided excellent s ta rting  param eters for a fit to  the  1Q 
high-resolution spectrum .15
1.3.2.3. Butane
B utane (see Fig. 1.3) is arguably the  m ost com plicated solute whose spec­
tru m  has been analyzed using M Q-NM R. There are 10 spins I  = \ ,  
th ree conformers (only two of which are related  by sym m etry), and three 
unknown independent order param eters for each of the  two sym m etry- 
unrelated  conformers. The conform ational problem  fu rther complicates
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m atters  because the  relative populations of conformers is the  subject of 
debate, and m ay well be affected by the  in teraction  between the  solute and 
the  surrounding molecules in the  condensed phase as well as the  anisotropic 
p a rt of the  ordering potential. Of course the  investigation of these issues 
is w hat makes the  study  of bu tane interesting. The horribly com plicated 
1Q spectrum  which has few distinguishing features (Fig. 1.9 left) was an­
alyzed by first fitting the  selectively detected 7Q and 8Q spectra  (Fig. 1.9 
right) which gave sufficiently accurate NM R param eters th a t  alm ost all 
transitions in the  1Q spectrum  could be assigned im m ediately .16
1.3.2.4. Som e problems
A lthough the  MQ technique is quite successful in extending the  num ber 
of spins th a t  can be accom m odated, there  rem ain problems. It is still 
necessary to  generate tria l MQ spectra  and to  m atch transitions w ith the 
experim ental spectrum . W ithou t a lot of effort (i.e. following the  evolution 
of the  density m atrix  th rough  the  three-pulse sequence), the  intensities of 
the  calculated spectrum  are meaningless, and one m ust deal w ith m atching 
frequencies only and ignoring intensities. The advantage is th a t  there  are 
far fewer lines th a n  in the  1Q spectrum . In general, all spectral param eters 
are determ inable from analysis of a com bination of the  N max, N max — 1 
and N max — 2 sp ec tra .6 For simple system s for which there  is a reasonable 
estim ate of the  struc tu re , a crude sta rtin g  point can be an initial fit w ith 
the  order param eters and chemical shifts — in th is case, one may be able 
to  get away w ith fitting the  relatively sparse N max and N max — 1 spectra. 
In the  case of bu tane (see above), the  N max — 2 and N max — 3 spectra  were 
used for the  analysis of the  dipolar couplings and chemical shifts.
Studies in our labora to ry  dem onstrate th a t  analysis of relatively poor- 
resolution MQ spectra  give NM R param eters th a t  are quite accurate. This 
accuracy may be sufficient for m any purposes, bu t is lower th a n  th a t  ob­
tainable  from the  high-resolution 1Q spectrum . For more accurate determ i­
nation  of the  spectral param eters, those obtained from analysis of the  MQ- 
NM R spectra  provide initial estim ates for fitting using 1Q high-resolution 
line assignm ent techniques — in every case in our laboratory, the MQ pa­
ram eters predict a spectrum  in which one can im m ediately assign, w ith no 
ambiguity, alm ost all transitions, and hence obtain  spectral param eters to  
very high accuracy.
W hile M Q-NM R techniques have proven to  be quite successful in the  
analysis of com plicated NM R spectra  of orientationally  ordered molecules,
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Fig. 1.9. Left: (a) Experimental (bottom) and simulated (top) spectra of partially ori­
ented butane in 55 wt% ZLI 1132 /  EBBA. (b) Expanded region of the spectra in (a). 
Right: (a) Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) seven-quantum spectra of par­
tially oriented butane. (b) Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) eight-quantum 
spectra of partially oriented butane. For the simulated spectra of (a) and (b), the line 
intensities have been arbitrarily set equal since the intensity of each MQ transition is a 
complicated function of the preparation time t  and the parameters in the spin Hamil­
tonian, and does not provide any information for the present study. (Reproduced from 
Ref. [16] with permission from the American Institute of Physics.)
the experim ents are tim e consuming, and the analysis of com plicated spin 
system s requires considerable effort and NM R-expertise. W hile it is very 
powerful, it is certainly not an au tom ated  spectral analysis tool.
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1.4 . A u to m a te d  a n a ly s is  u s in g  e v o lu t io n a ry  s t r a te g ie s
A ttem pts to  develop au tom ated  com puter routines to  efficiently search pa­
ram eter space in order to  find unique values for the  spectral param eters 
th a t  reproduce an observed high-resolution NM R spectrum  were m ade at 
an early stage, initially for isotropic liquids. Such an alternative approach 
to  the  more conventional m ethods of spectral analysis was first suggested 
by Diehl et al.17,18 In a sim ilar spirit Stephenson and Binsch developed a 
basic algorithm  which relies on a m atrix  m ethod derived from a general for­
m ulation of the  least-squares problem .19 This approach was im plem ented 
in the  com puter program m e DAVINS (Direct Analysis of Very In tricate  
NM R S pectra) ,20 and was reasonably successful. Subsequently the  more 
challenging ta sk  of applying the  m ethod to  the  NM R spectra  of solutes 
in anisotropic liquids was undertaken. The program m e DANSOM (Di­
rect Analysis of NM R Spectra of O riented Molecules) was first used in the 
analysis of the  spectra  of a num ber of allyl halides21 and cyclopentene .22 
However, the  lim itations of the  m ethod in these applications became appar­
ent, because background corrections proved troublesom e and for the  more 
com plicated cases the  intervention of skilled operators during the fitting 
procedure was usually required. L ater the  Cosenza group in Ita ly  achieved 
some notable successes, despite the  need for significant operator interven­
tion  to  avoid the  problem  of trapp ing  in local m inim a .23,24
In a separate  development the  use of a G enetic A lgorithm  (GA) for the  
analysis of NM R spectra  in in tegrated  form of solutes in liquid crystals was 
reported  in a short paper th a t  gave little  de ta il.25 I t appears th a t  trapp ing  
in local m inim a during the  convergence process was problem atic. In a 
follow-up p ap er26 it was m ade clear th a t  GA fitting m ethods were employed 
to  ob tain  a first approxim ation to  the  experim ental NM R spectrum . The 
best GA fit obtained was th en  used as a s ta rting  point for the  assignm ent 
of individual lines and subsequent least-squares adjustm ent and refinement. 
A part from these two papers we have found no further applications of this 
m ethod in the  literature.
In th is section we discuss the  im plem entation of a sophisticated and 
robust Genetic A lgorithm  to  fit highly complex anisotropic NM R spectra 
th a t  avoids problem s commonly encountered in the  au tom ated  analysis of 
NM R spectra  of solutes in liquid-crystalline solvents. In particu lar, the 
G A -m ethod is inherently capable of circum venting situations where the 
convergence procedure gets trap p ed  in local m inim a, w ithout ever reaching 
the  desired global m inimum. O ur routine is extrem ely efficient, requires
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m inim al operator interference, and constitu tes essentially an intelligent pa­
ram eter search m ethod. In the  absence of reasonable initial guesses for 
order param eters or dipole-dipole couplings and chemical shielding param ­
eters convergence is still reached and excellent fits are obtained. Sometimes 
additional inform ation about order or spectral param eters is available which 
can th en  be used to  narrow  the  search range and accelerate the  convergence 
process. Owing to  the  enorm ous advances in com puter technology and p ar­
allel processing the  analysis of complex anisotropic NM R spectra  now be­
comes em inently feasible. We shall deal w ith several convincing examples, 
viz. the  solutes azulene, biphenylene, p-brom o-biphenyl and butane.
Despite the  successes th a t  we obtained by employing the  GA -m ethod, a 
weakness of the  procedure is th a t  it represents a global optim izer w ithout 
any strategy. This becomes a lim itation  when the  param eter search space 
gets very extensive. C urren tly  the  developm ent of E volutionary A lgorithm s 
(EA's) is an active and fruitful area of research. From  the  lite ra tu re 27 it is 
known th a t  novel Evolutionary Strategies (ES’s) can be very successful in 
im proving the  search for an optim al solution. Hence, we decided to  explore 
and im plem ent different E A ’s as well. We shall dem onstrate how successful 
th is approach is when studying n-pentane as a solute in different nem atic 
phases.
1 .4 .1 . L im i t in g  p a r a m e te r  sea rch  space
W ith  a large num ber of spectral param eters it is im portan t to  lim it the 
param eter search space in the  fitting procedure as much as one can. Any 
knowledge available from independent sources about possible param eter 
values and the ir uncertainties is highly desirable. Since in practice the 
experim ental spectra  are dom inated by the  direct dipolar couplings, we 
shall focus on restricting  the ir possible values by any m eans available.
1 .4 .2 . T h e  G A -m e th o d
A fit using genetic algorithm s (GA) mimics the  concepts of n a tu ra l repro­
duction and selection processes. For a detailed description of the  GA the 
reader is referred to  the  original lite ra tu re  on evolutionary or genetic algo- 
rith m s .27-29 A detailed description of the  GA used in th is investigation can 
be found in Refs. 30-32.
The molecular param eters are encoded in binary  or real type, each pa­
ram eter to  be optim ized representing a gene. The vector of all genes, which 
contains all molecular param eters, is called a chromosome. In an initial
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step  the  values of all param eters are set to  random  values between lower 
and upper lim its which are chosen by the  user. The quality of the  solu­
tions th en  are evaluated by a fitness function.A  proper choice of th is fitness 
function is of vital im portance for the  success of the  GA convergence. In 
Ref. 30 and 31 the  fitness function F fg has been defined as:
771 _ ( f  •> d) p-V
ig i l / i l  i i s i r  "
Here f  and g  are the  vector representations of the  experim ental and calcu­
la ted  spectrum , respectively. The inner product ( f , g) is defined w ith the 
m etric W  which has the  m atrix  elements W j =  w (|j — i|) =  w (r) as:
( f , g) =  f T W g , (1.6)
and the  norm  of ƒ  as )ƒ | =  \ J (ƒ , ƒ  ); sim ilar for g. For w(r)  we used a 
triangle function30 w ith a w idth of the  base of Aw:
w(r) = {  1 “  |r | /  ^ AU’) fOT |r | <  ^ AU’ (1.7)
\  0 otherwise. .
The above defined fitness function is able to  sm ooth in a controlled way 
the  error landscape and therefore allows the  GA to  locate the  global m ini­
mum. The w idth of the  function w (r) critically determ ines the  ability of the 
GA to  converge to  the  global m inim um  and also the  speed of convergence. 
The sm oothing of the  error landscape allows to  sense regions far from the 
minimum. The GA convergence is obtained in a well-defined procedure. 
At first the  function w (r) should be chosen relatively broad; Aw «  15 — 20 
tim es the  line w idth of an individual NM R transitions in the  spectrum . In 
th is way, a first set of param eters is obtained, which still has to  be refined. 
This is done by decreasing Aw and narrow ing the  lim its of the  param eter 
space to  be searched in the  fit. Decreasing Aw improves the  accuracy of the 
molecular param eters obtained from the  fit, while narrow ing the  param eter 
space leads to  an im proved sam pling in the  region of the  minimum. This of 
course is critical in the  procedure, bu t can in m ost cases be done au to m at­
ically. In a final calculation Aw is set to  zero. Usually full GA convergence 
to  the  best set of param eters is achieved by narrow ing Aw to  zero in one 
or two steps.
One optim ization cycle, including evaluation of the  fitness of all solu­
tions, is called a generation. Pairs of chromosomes are selected for repro­
duction and the ir inform ation is combined via a crossover process. Since 
crossover combines inform ation from the  paren t generations, it basically 
explores the  error landscape. The values of a small num ber of bits in the
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binary  encoding of the  molecular param eters is changed random ly by a 
m utation  operator. M utation  can be viewed as exploration of the  fitness 
surface. The best solutions w ithin a generation are excluded from m uta­
tion. This elitism  prevents already good solutions from being degraded. 
M utation  prevents the  calculation from being trap p ed  in local m inim a, as 
is often the  case w ith more conventional fitting routines.
The GA described above together w ith the  library  PG A Pack version 
1.033 are very suited  for massive parallel com putation. The larger the  s ta r t­
ing population  for a given problem , the  faster is the  convergence in term s 
of generations. On the  o ther hand  a large sta rtin g  population  tends to  slow 
the  algorithm  down due to  com putational dem ands. A large num ber of fast 
processors will circum vent th is  problem  and will lead to  fast and stra igh t­
forward assignm ents of the  spectra. The com putational speed is inversely 
proportional to  the  num ber of processors. Therefore th is  kind of algorithm  
is perfectly applicable for parallel processing. M odern com puter cluster 
system s make these calculations very feasible, even for complex spectra.
The au tom atic GA fitting of anisotropic NM R spectra  represents one 
step  up in com plexity com pared to  the  fitting of high-resolution Laser In­
duced Fluorescence (LIF) sp ec tra30-32 th a t was perform ed w ith the  same 
GA procedure before. The reason is th a t  the  LIF spectra  often show some 
kind of regularity. This is in general completely absent in anisotropic NM R 
spectra  because of the  complex natu re  of the  spin H am iltonian (Eq. (1.1)).
1 .5 . R e s u l ts  o b ta in e d  w i th  th e  G A -m e th o d
In order to  te s t the  validity of the  G A -m ethod for very com plicated 1 H 
NM R spectra  of solutes dissolved in nem atic phases, we decided to  consider 
molecules of increasing size and flexibility requiring strategies for spectral 
analysis of increasing sophistication. We s ta rted  w ith the  relatively sim ­
ple case of the  p lanar ‘rig id’ molecules azulene (C 10H 8) and biphenylene 
(C 12H 8), see Fig. 1.1, each possessing C 2v symmetry. B oth  solutes were 
dissolved in a ‘magic m ix tu re’ composed of 55 wt% Merck ZLI 1132 /  
EBBA. The orientational order of each solute can be described by two in­
dependent order param eters. B oth  solutes had  been studied  before and 
the ir eight-spin 1 H NM R spectra  analyzed. Azulene had been studied in 
the  nem atic liquid crystal EBBA and its 1 H spectrum  analyzed by conven­
tional m eans .34 Biphenylene had  been studied in the  55 wt% Merck ZLI 
1132 /  EBBA ‘magic m ix tu re’ by employing MQ m ethods .35 The results 
of these previous studies can be used as guidance.
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In our GA-fits on azulene and biphenylene a tw o-step procedure was 
im plem ented. To s ta r t w ith, a relatively crude geom etrical struc tu re  of the 
solute was assumed. In the  first step  a GA-fitting procedure was perform ed 
in which two independent order param eters and the  chemical shielding pa­
ram eters were varied until the  best possible correspondence w ith the  exper­
im ental spectrum  was obtained. Owing to  the  approxim ations about the 
s truc tu re  m ade in th is  first step, complete agreem ent could of course not 
be achieved. However, in practice the  choice of geom etry does not have 
to  be perfect in order to  ob tain  sufficient common features between cal­
culated and experim ental spectra  to  proceed from there. After the  best 
bu t far from perfect fit of step  one was obtained, approxim ate dipolar 
couplings were calculated. In a second GA-procedure, these approxim ate 
dipolar couplings were th en  used as sta rtin g  values for a fit in which all 
dipole-dipole couplings and chemical shielding param eters were varied un­
til convergence was reached. For b o th  solutes exceptionally good fits to  
the  experim ental spectra  were obtained after step  two, because no con­
stra in ts  were placed on the  dipolar coupling and chemical shielding param ­
eters. W hen we com pare the  dipolar couplings to  those obtained in earlier 
work which was perform ed under slightly different experim ental conditions, 
the  correspondence is pleasing, giving us confidence th a t  the  G A -m ethod 
can be of great value for the  analysis of very com plicated high-resolution 
NM R spectra.
Next, we tu rn ed  to  a solute th a t  possesses more th a n  one configuration, 
w ith rap id  interconversion between them  on the  NM R tim e scale. As an 
illustrative example we focused on the  nine-spin system  p-brom o-biphenyl 
(see Fig. 1.2) dissolved in th ree different nem atic phases, viz. Merck ZLI 
1132, EBBA, and the  55 wt% Merck ZLI 1132 /  EBBA ‘magic m ix tu re’. 
This solute interconverts rapidly between two sym m etry-related conformers 
and had  not been studied before. The orientational order of one conformer 
can be described by the  th ree S -param eters S x x , S zz and S yz where the 
molecular axes are defined w ith the  x-axis along the  inter-ring CC-bond 
and the  y and z-axes in planes bisecting the  dihedral angles between the 
rings. A part from a change of sign in S yz, the  orientational order of the 
second conformer can be described by the  same param eters. Since a de­
scription of the  orientational order of the  related  biphenyl only requires two 
order param eters by sym m etry, S yz is taken  to  be close to  zero. Inter-ring 
couplings are averaged by ro ta tion  about the  central CC bond and thus the 
molecule has 16 independent dipolar couplings and 5 chemical shielding 
param eters.
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Again a tw o-step procedure was perform ed. In the  first step  an esti­
m ated  geom etrical s truc tu re  of the  solute was taken  and two independent 
order param eters, chemical shielding param eters and the  dihedral angle be­
tween the  two rings were varied in a GA-fitting procedure until the  best 
correspondence w ith the  experim ental spectrum  was obtained. W ith  the 
approxim ations m ade, complete agreem ent could not be expected. How­
ever, the  correspondence was still good enough for approxim ate dipolar cou­
plings to  be calculated. These th en  served as sta rtin g  values in a second 
GA-calculation in which all dipole-dipole couplings and chemical shield­
ing param eters were varied until convergence was reached. In all three 
liquid-crystal solvents employed exceptionally good agreem ent between ex­
perim ental and fitted  1H spectra  was ob tained .36
For th is problem  a m odern cluster of P C ’s was used. The C PU  tim e 
required am ounted to  ~  64 m inutes per GA-run, which w ith 16 processors 
came to  4 m inutes wall clock tim e per run. A typical result is presented in 
Fig. 1.10.
The next level in complexity consists of a solute th a t  undergoes confor­
m ational change between sym m etry-unrelated  conformers. In order to  see 
w hether GA-fitting would be successful under these challenging conditions, 
we addressed the  example of bu tane (C4H 10, see Fig. 1.3) dissolved in the  55 
wt% Merck ZLI 1132 /  EBBA ‘magic m ix tu re’. As in the  case of bipheny­
lene, bu tane had  been studied  before employing MQ m ethods .16 In fact, 
for our GA-analysis we used the  good-quality single-quantum  spectrum  of 
bu tane in ‘magic m ix tu re’ (Fig. 1.9) m easured in th is earlier work.
The conformers of bu tane  can be approxim ated w ith the  ro tational iso­
meric sta te  (RIS) m odel.37 In th is model each C -C  torsion bond is assum ed 
to  exist in th ree local arrangem ents, trans (t), gauche plus (g+) and gauche 
m inus (g -) , w ith  dihedral angles of 0°, and roughly + 1 1 2 ° and —1 1 2 °, 
respectively, corresponding to  the  angles a t the  m inim a of the  ro tational 
poten tia l profile. These angles are close to  120°. In principle, bu tane  can 
exist a t o ther dihedral angles, w ith the  extrem es being the  eclipsed and 
staggered forms. However, since steric hindrance is larger in the  eclipsed 
configuration, the  staggered forms are strongly favoured. In bu tane  the 
possible staggered conform ations are anti or t  (C2h sym m etry), g+ (C 2 sym ­
m etry) and g -  (C2 sym m etry), the  la tte r two being related  by symmetry. 
Each independent conformer requires th ree independent order param eters, 
leading to  a to ta l of six. There is an energy difference E tg between trans and 
gauche conformers. The rap id  interconversion between these conformers on 
the  NM R tim e scale leads to  a to ta l of seven observable direct dipolar cou-
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Fig. 1.10. 1H NMR spectrum of p-bromo-biphenyl dissolved in ‘magic mixture’. The 
experimental spectrum (A) is compared with the final fit obtained by varying 16 dipolar 
couplings and 5 chemical shieldings (B); in the next frames the spectrum is enlarged to 
show the fit obtained by varying 2 S-parameters, 5 chemical shieldings and the dihedral 
angle (C), the experimental spectrum (D), and the fit obtained by varying 16 dipolar 
couplings and 5 chemical shieldings (E). All horizontal scales are in Hz. (Reproduced 
from Ref. [36] with permission from Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.)
plings th a t  are averaged over the  in ternal m otions, as well as two chemical 
shielding param eters.
Since conform ational probabilities and order param eters only occur in 
Eq. (1.3) in product form, we need independent inform ation to  achieve
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a separation  between these quantities. For solutes dissolved in a ‘magic 
m ix tu re ' the  degree of orientational order depends prim arily  on the  size 
and shape of the  solute molecule. T he choice of size and shape model 
is not essential, and we employ the  so-called Circum ference-Integral (CI) 
approach th a t  has been used successfully in a study  of 46 unrelated  solutes 
in the  magic m ixture. We fix the  ratio  of the  two in teraction  param eters 
of the  model to  the  value 23.529 found in an earlier study  of 46 solutes in 
the  magic m ix tu re .38 The value chosen for the  one rem aining param eter 
(a force constant in the  CI-model) k is the  one th a t  leads to  a calculated 
bu tane spectrum  th a t  possesses the  same w idth  as the  observed one. In 
order to  proceed, we make a reasonable estim ate of the  geom etries of the 
different bu tane conformers and we use the  CI-model to  obtain  relatively 
crude sta rtin g  values for the  order param eters associated w ith the  different 
bu tane configurations.
W ith  a tw o-step approach sim ilar to  th a t  discussed above, w ith order 
tensors obtained w ith the  CI-model for every conformer, and w ith an E tg 
energy difference estim ated from other sources, a set of tria l dipolar cou­
plings was established for the  first step  of the  fitting procedure. F irst, a 
GA-fit was perform ed on chemical shieldings and order param eters until 
some resemblance between experim ental and calculated spectra  was ob­
tained. From th is  ten ta tive  fit for the  order tensors, dipolar couplings were 
estim ated th a t  served as sta rting  param eters for the  next step. In step  two 
in a new GA-fitting procedure the  chemical shieldings and all the  dipolar 
couplings were varied until excellent agreem ent between experim ental and 
calculated spectra  was obtained (see Fig. 1.11). The dipolar couplings and 
chemical shieldings obtained from our GA-fitting procedure proved to  be 
virtually  identical to  those derived previously from the  same experim ental 
spectrum  following an extensive M Q -approach .16 This pleasing result lends 
additional credence to  the  power of GA-fitting.
Considering the  ease w ith which spectra  of bu tane  dissolved in a liquid- 
crystal solvent can now be reliably analyzed by employing the  G A -m ethod, 
we have recently perform ed an extensive study  of bu tane in an anisotropic 
solvent as a function of tem pera tu re. In a detailed com puter sim ulation 
effort in which the  solute-solvent in teraction  is carefully taken  into account 
the  degree of orientational order of the  various solute conformers can be 
predicted and the  results com pared to  our experim ents. I t can be expected 
th a t  such studies will lead to  a be tte r understanding of conform ational 
change in the  condensed phase th a n  is currently  available.39
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Fig. 1.11. 1H NMR spectrum of butane dissolved in ‘magic mixture’. The experimental 
spectrum (A) is compared with the final fit obtained by varying 7 dipolar couplings and 
2 chemical shieldings (B); in the next frames the spectrum is enlarged to show the 
experimental spectrum (D), and the fit (C). All horizontal scales are in Hz.
In sum m ary, the  robustness of the  GA-fitting m ethod has been dem on­
stra ted  for solutes th a t  belong to  various categories of increasing complex­
ity :40 rigid solutes w ith a single conform ation (e.g. the  eight-spin system s 
azulene and biphenylene), solutes interconverting between a num ber of 
sym m etry-related conformers (e.g. p-brom o-biphenyl), and solutes undergo­
ing conform ational change between non-sym m etry-related conformers (e.g. 
the  ten-spin system  butane). In the  following section the  even more chal­
lenging exam ple of n-pentane dissolved in different nem atic phases will be 
trea ted . T his will require the  use of E volutionary A lgorithm s w ith a higher 
degree of sophistication th a n  the  relatively simple GA-m ethod.
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1.6 . S p e c t r a l  a n a ly s is  u s in g  E v o lu t io n a ry  A lg o r i th m s
The 1H NM R spectrum  of pentane (see Fig. 1.3) dissolved in Merck ZLI 
1132 (shown in Fig. 1.12) has no easily recognizable pa tte rns th a t  could 
aid the  spectral analysis. A visual inspection of the  spectrum  gives no clue 
w hatsoever of the  m agnitudes of the  dipolar couplings. W hen applying an 
EA to  such a problem  it should be realized th a t  the  com putational tim e 
increases very steeply w ith the  search ranges used for every param eter. It 
is therefore prudent to  choose initial values and ranges for each param eter 
th a t  are as narrow  as possible, bu t still wide enough to  include the  correct 
value. In the  following we shall describe a stra tegy  to  do just th a t.
H igh-resolution NM R spectral values were used for indirect spin-spin 
couplings which were initially assum ed to  rem ain unchanged in the  spec­
tru m  of the  orientationally  ordered solute. H igh-resolution NM R values 
were also used as initial estim ates of chemical shifts and the  search ranges 
were chosen to  be consistent w ith centering the  calculated w ith the exper­
im ental spectrum .
Pentane exists in several conformers th a t  interchange rapidly on the 
NM R tim e scale. As w ith bu tane, initial estim ates of the  eleven inde­
pendent dipolar couplings were quite problem atic because they  depend on 
conformer structures, order tensors and conformer probabilities. Again, 
we assum ed th a t  the  conformer problem  can be described adequately by 
the  ro ta tional isomeric sta te  (RIS) approxim ation .37 For n-pentane there 
are th en  nine RIS conformers, some being related  by sym m etry. The four 
independent conformers are t t  (C2v, singly degenerate), tg (C1, four-fold 
degenerate), g+g+ (C2, two-fold degenerate) and g+g-  (Cs , two-fold de­
generate). I t is necessary to  assign values for conformer probabilities. The 
ex tra  energy involved in a gauche conformer E tg was set to  the  value 650 
cal, w ith  the  weight of the  g+g-  conformer set to  zero because of the  addi­
tional energy involved w ith the  steric in teraction  of the  two m ethyl groups 
in th is configuration (the ‘pen tan e’ effect) .37 For the  s truc tu re  of each con­
former we used the  same bond angles and bond lengths th a t  were used for 
a previous analysis of b u tan e .16
Finally, we required estim ates of the  pentane conformer order tensors 
in the  two liquid-crystal solvents ‘magic m ix tu re’ and 1132. Solute ori­
en tational order in ‘magic m ix tu re’ is dom inated by a single orientational 
mechanism th a t  depends on solute size and shape alone .4,5 Hence, phe­
nomenological size and shape models are appropria te  for the  prediction of 
conformer order param eters in th is case. For 1132 the  situation  is some-
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Fig. 1.12. 1H NMR spectrum of pentane dissolved in 1132. The experimental spectrum 
(A) is compared with the final fit obtained by varying 11 dipolar couplings, 9 indirect 
spin-spin couplings and 3 chemical shieldings (B); in the next frames the spectrum is en­
larged to show the experimental spectrum (D), and the fit obtained by varying 11 dipolar 
couplings, 9 indirect spin-spin couplings and 3 chemical shieldings (C). All horizontal 
scales are in Hz. The 11 indirect spin-spin couplings were varied only in the final fitting 
procedure; in earlier iterations they were given their isotropic values. (Reproduced from 
Ref. [41] with permission from the American Institute of Physics.)
w hat different, because a t least one additional mechanism th a t  depends on 
the  anisotropic electrostatic properties of the  solute contributes to  the  ori­
en tational potential. However, in the  case of alkanes these additional mech­
anisms are considered to  be of m inor im portance and can be neglected .42 
Thus the  m oniker ‘magic solute’ is often used for alkanes. Hence, size and 
shape models (w ith  the  interaction  constant adjusted  to  account for changes
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in liquid-crystal solvent and tem perature) are probably also appropriate to  
describe the  orientational order of pentane in 1132. These considerations 
are supported  by lite ra tu re  d a ta  on propane43 for which the  ratios of the  
two propane order param eters are approxim ately equal in the  liquid crys­
ta ls ‘magic m ix tu re’ and 1132. As in the  case of butane, we employ the 
so-called CI-m odel38 to  obtain  order param eters for the  various pentane 
conformers to  probably b e tte r th a n  10% .4,5 Again, we fix the  ra tio  of the  
two in teraction  param eters of the  model to  the  value 23.529.38 The value 
chosen for the  one rem aining param eter k is the  one th a t  leads to  a cal­
culated pentane spectrum  th a t  possesses the  same w idth  as the  observed 
one.
S pectra calculated using the  order param eters estim ated  above bore 
resemblance to  the  experim ental ones in the  sense th a t  differences were ap­
preciable, bu t the  overall underlying features were reasonable. An initial, 
unsuccessful a ttem p t w ith the  GA fitting procedure was perform ed using 
(and varying w ithin reasonable lim its) the  above chemical shifts, order pa­
ram eters for each conformer, and conformer probabilities. Such param eters 
cannot be expected to  give an exact solution because they  are based on 
models and guesses, and hence m ay have significant uncertainties. The 
search was abandoned in favour of one th a t  varied the  eleven independent 
dipolar couplings and th ree chemical shifts th a t  could, in principle, yield 
an exact m atch to  the  experim ental spectrum . Indeed there  are fewer inde­
pendent dipolar couplings th a n  conformer order param eters, giving further 
justification for basing the  second a ttem p t on the  dipolar couplings.
In order to  estim ate reasonable initial values and ranges for the  dipolar 
couplings, spectra  were calculated for various values of order param eters 
(±10%  of the  values above), E tg (between 400 and 1000 cal/m ol) and the 
dihedral angle for a gauche ro ta tion  (between 112° and 120°). The highest 
and lowest values of each dipolar coupling resulting from these calculations 
provided the  search ranges for the  dipolar couplings. These ranges seemed 
consistent w ith spectra  th a t  reproduce reasonably the  overall features and 
w idth of the  experim ental one.
We then  s ta rted  a fit using the  G A -m ethod which was successful in un­
raveling the  spectrum  of the  nine-spin system  p-brom o-biphenyl36 and the 
ten-spin system  b u tan e .40 Initially  th is was unsuccessful for the  spectrum  
of pentane in 1132 for a num ber of reasons. The uncertainties in some of 
the  larger dipolar constants were still quite large. As a consequence the 
GA procedure was not able to  converge. P robably  the  m ain reason for this 
failure comes from the  fact th a t  the  GA procedure is a global optim izer
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w ithout any strategy. If the  search ranges become too  large there  is insuf­
ficient coverage of the  param eter space to  locate the  global minimum. We 
solved th is problem  initially by breaking up the  uncertain ty  regions for a 
num ber of param eters into regions so small th a t  we were certain  the  GA 
would converge. The size of the  smaller search regions was determ ined w ith 
te s t spectra. This was done for the  dipolar couplings w ith the  largest un­
certainties. Now a grid search was set up in which the  GA was applied in 
the  different subregions, until a subregion was found for which the  GA suc­
ceeded in reproducing the  experim ental spectrum . In th is way we obtained 
a calculated spectrum  th a t  is essentially a perfect fit to  the  experim ental
41one .41
It is clear th a t  th is  grid search process rapidly will become very expen­
sive. If for exam ple n  uncerta in ty  regions are divided into m  subregions 
the  size of the  grid will be m n , a num ber th a t  increases steeply w ith n  and 
m. We therefore decided to  im plem ent different Evolutionary Algorithms. 
From the  lite ra tu re 27 it is known th a t  Evolutionary S trategies (ES’s) can 
be very successful in im proving the  search for an optim al solution.
The ES algorithm  s ta rts  w ith one or more parents. A paren t is a tria l 
solution th a t  corresponds to  a vector of param eters like in the  genetic algo­
rithm , w ith the  difference th a t  each vector has an ex tra  set of param eters 
corresponding to  the  type of stra tegy  used. This paren t generates offspring. 
The quality or perform ance of these children is checked and, depending on 
the  strategy, the  next parent is generated. There are several different s tra te ­
gies for the  generation of the  offspring as well as the  generation of the  next 
parent. For a more detailed description see the  lite ra tu re .27
The offspring is generated from the paren ts in a m utative step-size fash­
ion. The m agnitude and direction of the  steps are dependent on previous 
history and on the  quality of offspring generated. A drawback of the  s tan ­
dard  ES is the  fact th a t  the  m utations of the  decision and the  stra tegy  
param eters are subject to  independent random  processes. If for example 
an individual w ith a large step  size undergoes only a very small change in 
the  decision param eters and th is  small change tu rn s out to  yield a high 
fitness, the  large step  size will be inherited by the  next generation. As 
a result, the  fitness in the  next m utations may worsen. This problem  is 
resolved in derandom ized (DR) algorithm s which make the  random  m uta­
tions in decision and stra tegy  param eters dependent on each other. This 
idea was im plem ented first as DR1 and soon improved by the  concept of 
accum ulated inform ation ,44 which is called DR2. The history of the  op ti­
m ization is recorded and the  evolution of the  m uta tion  ellipsoid is partially  
governed by past successful m utations.
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■ Global minimum
•  Parent
O Trial solution
□  Best offspring
(l) (2)
(3) (4)
Fig. 1.13. The first four generations of an Evolutionary Strategy: (1) An initial popu­
lation is generated, and the best offspring is used as the next parent. (2) The offspring is 
spread over a larger area in the second generation due to the relatively large step made 
in the previous generation. The vector from the parent to the best offspring (dashed 
line) is combined with the (shortened) mutation vector of the last generation (dotted 
line) to generate the new parent (solid line). (3) Due to the correlation between the past 
two mutations the search range has been extended again in the general direction of both 
mutations while it has been limited in the perpendicular direction. The best offspring 
is now a local minimum. The memory effect of the evolutionary algorithm, which incor­
porates past mutation vectors into the calculation of the next parent, helps to overcome 
the local minimum and the next parent is still closer to the global minimum. (4) The 
barrier between the local and global minima has been overcome, and the optimization is 
progressing towards the global minimum. (Reproduced from Ref. [41] with permission 
from the American Institute of Physics.)
A fu rther im provem ent was achieved by Hansen and O stenm eier45 w ith 
the  Covariance M atrix  A daptation  Evolution S trategy  (CM A-ES). It tu rns 
out to  be a particu larly  reliable and highly com petitive evolutionary algo­
rithm  for local optim ization and, surprisingly a t first sight, also for global 
optim ization .46 The CM A-ES does not leave the  choice of s tra tegy  param ­
eters open to  the  user — only the  population size can be set. F inding good 
stra tegy  param eters is considered to  be p a rt of the  algorithm  design.
Figure 1.13 depicts the  first four generations of an evolutionary stra tegy  
and dem onstrates the  effect of the  chosen strategy. In general the  Evolution 
S trategies converge faster and are more robust th a n  the  genetic algorithm .
Next, we im plem ented th is algorithm  into our program m e, selected the 
estim ated uncertain ty  regions discussed above for the  dipolar couplings,
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and perform ed a fit of the  spectrum  of pentane in ‘magic m ix tu re’. This 
spectrum  was even harder to  deal w ith th a n  th a t  of pentane in 1132, because 
the  density of lines is larger (smaller dipolar couplings) and the  signal-to- 
noise ra tio  was smaller, while a t the  same tim e the  background removal 
was more difficult. This background is due to  an abundance of unresolved 
dipolar splittings from the  liquid-crystal molecules them selves th a t  typically 
contain of order 20 1H spins. I t tu rn ed  out th a t  the  CMA-ES procedure 
was im m ediately successful in obtaining an essentially perfect fit of the 
observed spectrum  and determ ining the param eters unambiguously. At 
th a t  point there  was only one small glitch left. Due to  the  large density of 
lines it was relatively difficult to  remove completely the  background from 
the  observed spectrum . In spite of th is the  CM A-ES succeeded in fitting 
all param eters and transitions. Im provem ent of the  accuracy in the  final 
values of the  param eters can be realized by a b e tte r way of dealing w ith 
the  background. 41
W ith our initial fit we were in the  position to  carry out an alm ost per­
fect removal of the  background from the  experim ental spectrum . This was 
perform ed in the  following way. The calculated spectrum  resulting from 
the  CMA-ES was sub trac ted  from the  experim ental one. To remove the 
high-frequency noise in th is difference a degree of sm oothing was applied. 
Finally th is sm oothed difference was sub trac ted  from the  original exper­
im ental spectrum . In th is way an experim ental spectrum  was obtained 
which is alm ost background-free. The result for p a rt of the  spectrum  is 
shown in Fig. 1.14. Using th is  approach we were able to  improve the 
param eters in a final CM A-ES fit. In addition, it was possible to  deter­
mine accurately the  small indirect spin-spin couplings between nuclei p  
and v .41
The background removal procedure as described in the  previous p a ra ­
graph was repeated  for the  spectrum  of pentane in 1132 (Fig. 1.12) and 
again we were able to  fit the  indirect spin-spin coupling constants. W ithin  
estim ated error the  results for the  J MV for pentane in 1132 and in magic 
m ixture were identical, as expected.
W hat was left to  calculate were the  sta tistica l errors in the  param eters. 
This is in general a difficult ta sk  for E A ’s. However, in our case it was 
relatively simple. The converged result of the  EA not only produces the  best 
values for the  fit constants, bu t a t the  same tim e the  quantum  num bers of 
the  individual transitions are assigned. This allows a classical least-squares 
fit using the  assigned frequencies. In M eerts and Schm itt32 th is is called
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Fig. 1.14. A small part of the 1H NMR spectrum of pentane dissolved in a magic 
mixture. This shows the effect of the background removal method discussed in the 
text. (A) The upper and lower traces show the experimental spectra without and with 
background removal, respectively. (B) The noise free trace is the calculated spectrum 
and the other the experimental spectrum after removal of background. All horizontal 
scales are in Hz. (Reproduced from Ref. [41] with permission from the American Institute 
of Physics.)
an ‘assigned fit’ and the  definitions of the  sta tistica l errors and correlation 
coefficients are discussed in Appendix B of th a t  paper.
1 .7 . C o n c lu s io n s
N M R-studies of solutes dissolved in anisotropic solvents provide a rich 
source of inform ation about m olecular s truc tu re  in the  condensed phase. 
In  p articu lar, the  direct dipolar couplings in liquid-crystal environm ents 
are not averaged to  zero, and usually dom inate the  N M R-spectra. Since 
these direct dipolar couplings depend on distances betw een nuclear spins, 
obtaining these quantities from experim ent is an essential step. Applica­
tion  of the  liquid-crystal technique to  solutes w ith low sym m etry and w ith 
more th a n  approxim ately 8 spins is seriously ham pered by the  fact th a t 
the  single-quantum  N M R -spectrum  shows a m ultitude of often overlapping 
transitions w ithout any apparen t s truc tu re  or p a tte rn . Analyzing such 
spectra  and extracting  the  dipolar couplings from them  is a challenging 
task  th a t  for m any years appeared to  present insurm ountable problems. 
The difficulties encountered were exacerbated in the  case of solutes th a t  in­
terconvert among several sym m etry-unrelated  conformers. For m any years
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the  extension of the  liquid-crystal m ethod to  larger solutes was therefore 
considered ‘im possible’.
In  th is chapter we focus bo th  on recent experim ental and novel th e ­
oretical m ethods to  address the  central problem  of spectral analysis. In 
recent years the  development of m ultiple-quantum  NM R has significantly 
increased the  possibilities of liquid-crystal NMR. H igh-order multiple- 
quantum  spectra  are much simpler th a n  single-quantum  ones, and their 
analysis provides an approxim ate determ ination  of the  direct dipolar cou­
plings th a t  contain m ost of the  relevant inform ation. These estim ates 
can then  be employed as a s ta rting  point for the  detailed analysis of the 
high-resolution single-quantum  spectrum . Various sophisticated versions 
of m ultiple-quantum  NM R have been developed and successfully applied 
to  the  study  of relatively large and com plicated solutes dissolved in liquid- 
crystals. All these advanced techniques have the  drawback th a t  they  require 
considerable effort and NM R-expertise.
Recently a novel approach has been developed in which m athem ati­
cal algorithm s from evolutionary biology (Evolutionary A lgorithm s, E A ’s) 
were applied to  NM R of solutes in anisotropic environm ents. These m eth ­
ods comprise applications of a relatively simple G enetic A lgorithm  (GA), as 
well as the  use of more sophisticated Evolutionary Strategies (ES’s). These 
techniques have been described in some detail and have been applied to  
a num ber of representative solutes, ranging from ‘rig id’ solutes w ith eight 
spins to  the  flexible bu tane and even the pentane molecules. The avail­
ability of enorm ous com puter power, and the  fact th a t  dealing w ith the 
H am iltonian problem  in liquid-crystal NM R lends itself to  extensive para l­
lel program m ing, are the  key elements why these spectral fitting techniques 
are em inently successful. The convergence progress can be accelerated con­
siderably if the  search ranges for the  spectral param eters can be lim ited in 
a sensible fashion. A priori estim ates of the  degree of orientational order 
of solutes in liquid crystals to  a level of b e tte r th a n  10%, based on simple 
phenomenological size and shape models, are very effective in th is context.
In sum m ary, th rough  the  application of m odern experim ental multiple- 
quantum  m ethods and novel spectral analysis techniques based on evolu­
tionary  strategies, the  liquid-crystal N M R-m ethod can now be extended to  
much larger and more com plicated solutes th a n  previously possible. In­
troduction  of these m ethods has therefore given liquid-crystal NM R a new 
lease of life.
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